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By Dr Wayne W Dyer

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. NATIONAL BESTSELLER This inspiring book by Wayne Dyer, author of the
bestselling classics Your Erroneous Zones and Pulling Your Own Strings, delves into the teachings of
intellectuals of our past to mine values and wisdom for the present. What do our ancestral scholars,
whom we consider the wisest and most spiritually advanced, have to say to us today? asks Dyer. The
answer lies in this powerful collection of writings, poems, and sayings by some of the greatest
thinkers of the past twenty-five centuries. In succinct original essays, Dyer sets out to explain the
meaning and context of each piece of wisdom, and, most important, to explain how we can actively
apply these teachings to our modern lives. From sixty ancestral masters - Buddha, Michelangelo,
Rumi, Whitman, Jesus, Emily Dickinson, and Emerson, among others - here are treasured passages
on a variety of subjects, including solitude, time, and passion. Among the contributions are words
on inspiration from Pantanjali, author of the Hindu classic Yoga Sutras; teachings about the power
of prayer from 13th-century monk St. Francis of Assisi; and thoughts about the importance of
action...
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An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski

Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. This can be for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Fur m a n B ecker  V-- Dr . Fur m a n B ecker  V
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